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Abstract:
This research aims to analyze the process of formulating and implementing madrasah policies in East Kalimantan. The madrasah in question is upper secondary level, or called MAN. The research objectives were achieved through phenomenological methods, descriptive approaches and interactive data analysis techniques, while data sources were obtained through documentation, interviews and observation techniques. This research concludes that there is a process of stratification of students' learning abilities and interests, not background segments. The legitimation process is marked by alignment with the vision and mission of the madrasah, as well as being in line with the policies of the Ministry of Religion. The allocation process involves determining time and location, such as allocating extracurricular activities related to arts and culture and the percentage of multicultural content in social and religious science subjects. The implications of the results of this research can be a reference for further research and practically a reference for policy-making to support the strengthening of multicultural education.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically defined by Banks (1993), multicultural education was initially intended for people of colour. However, in the Indonesian context, it takes on a different dimension due to challenges beyond skin colour – diversity. Geographically, Indonesia comprises more than 17,508 islands, each with distinct ethnic populations, making it arguably the most multicultural country in the world (Koentjaraningrat, 2002). This statement primarily addresses ethnic diversity, yet Indonesia also recognizes six religions at the state level, not to mention the rich tapestry of cultures and traditions.

In the pursuit of community welfare distribution, various models of business development strategies also incorporate cultural considerations. For instance, in Iqbal's (2023) research, the McKinsey Model includes seven elements, with the first three termed complex elements, while the remaining four are classified as soft elements. The soft elements pose challenges in terms of description, lack concreteness, and are influenced by culture. These four soft elements are skills, staff, style, and shared values. To achieve equitable distribution in various sectors, policies need to be strengthened. The implementation of multicultural education aligns with James Albert Banks's (2016) resolution that outlines five dimensions of multicultural education: content integration, knowledge construction process, prejudice reduction, equity pedagogy, and empowering school culture and social structure.

It is crucial to establish policies as the initial step in the implementation and foundation of multicultural education development (Zamroni et al., 2020; Wahid et al., 2020). This research refers to Kapferer & McConnochie (1980), who delineated three stages in the design of multicultural education policy: stratification, legitimization, and allocation. Another important consideration is that Indonesia upholds the principle of multiculturalism in its education system, as stated in Point 1, Chapter 4 of the Republic of Indonesia Law Number 20 of 2003 on the National Education System. It emphasizes that education is conducted democratically, respecting human rights about various values, religions, cultures, and diversity. This demonstrates the country's commitment to a multicultural education system.

East Kalimantan is one of the provinces in Indonesia with a population of 3,491,766 people. This province comprises ten regencies and cities. According to 2022 data, 21.6% of the population resides in Samarinda City, 19.7% in Bontang City, 18.5% in Kutai Kartanegara Regency, and 4.7% in Balikpapan City, while the remainder is distributed across six other regencies and cities. When categorized by religion, it is revealed that in East Kalimantan, 87.4% are Muslims, 7.5% are Christians, 4.4% are Catholics, 0.4% are Buddhists, 0.2% are Hindus, 0.009% are Confucianists, and the rest are unknown (DKP2A-KalTim, 2022). Other data indicates that in terms of ethnic groups in East Kalimantan, 30.24% are Javanese, 20.81% are Bugis, 12.45% are Banjar, 9.94% are Dayak, 7.8% are Kutai, 2.21% are Toraja, and there are approximately 25 different ethnic groups in the province. Based on this data, there is a potential for social conflicts related to ethnicity, religion, and other factors. Education is one of the strategies for preventing such
conflicts, with various forms of education based on levels and models. This research focuses on Madrasah Aliyah Negeri (MAN) as one of the objects of study.

Subsequently, eight regencies and cities are responsible for the administration of State Islamic Senior Secondary Schools (MAN). In this research, 4 MAN are the focus of the study: MAN 1 Samarinda, MAN Kutai Kartanegara, MAN Balikpapan, and MAN Bontang. However, in the subsequent presentation, the researcher refers to them as MAN-1, MAN-2, MAN-3, and MAN-4. This is done to maintain confidentiality and uphold research ethics. Therefore, this study aims to analyze multicultural-based policies in Madrasah Aliyah in East Kalimantan. The theoretical framework used for data collection and analysis is based on Kapferer & McConnochie (1980).

The research method employed in this study is descriptive qualitative with a phenomenological approach. Data collection techniques include interviews, observations, and documentation, with data sources consisting of school principals, teachers, and students. Data analysis utilizes the interactive data analysis model presented by Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014), involving data selection, data collection, data condensation, and conclusion. Because a phenomenological approach is used, data validation and validity focus on prolonged observation engagement. Each MAN (Madrasah Aliyah Negeri) is unique, which is why they select research locations. It is known that MAN is an Islamic-based school, but in Samarinda City, there are Indonesian language teachers who are Catholic. In Balikpapan City, the Madrasah is located adjacent to a Catholic Church. MAN in Kutai Kartanegara Regency offers a Religious Moderation program rather than a purely religious one. In Bontang City, there is an anti-radicalism program.

In order to enhance the dignity of this research and its scholarly contributions, the following is a brief overview of preliminary research. There is research related to the policy framework of public Islamic university leadership aimed at instilling religious moderation characteristics in students. This effort is undertaken to foster a harmonious and balanced living environment. Hambali et al. (2023) conducted the research in question. Similar to this study, the research methodology employs a qualitative descriptive approach and interactive data analysis techniques as per Miles et al. (2014); Hambali and colleagues concluded that multicultural values and principles are incorporated in citizenship education courses and university speciality courses. Through such a learning model, observable changes in students' mindsets are evident as they become more open-minded, less prone to extreme behaviour, and expand their social networks.

Furthermore, using the same research methodology as Hambali's and the present study, Salim et al. (2023) conducted research with the distinction of focusing on primary schools as their research setting. In contrast, this study is centred on secondary schools. They aimed to analyze the framework of managing multicultural-based Islamic education in primary schools. The results indicate the presence of multicultural values such as democracy, equality, justice, humanity,
and others, which are embedded in all aspects of the educational process, from planning to evaluation. Additionally, there is research conducted by Tharaba (2020) that employed a literature review method to describe the forms and practices of multicultural education at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Tharaba highlighted that managing multicultural education involves institution development, facilities, quality, and the three pillars of higher education. In practical terms, Tharaba emphasized the need for integrating Islam and science, optimization of Ma'had, increased human resource quantity, and other aspects. While there are differences with the current study, the findings can still serve as valuable material for analysis.

There are indeed more studies available, but briefly, the researcher would like to mention a few. For instance, through a case study, Widiatsih and Prystiananta (2022) explored community schools as part of the hidden curriculum at the primary school level. They found that Al-Furqon Elementary School in Jember implemented programs related to learning, humanity, culture, and partnerships, further categorized into intracurricular, co-curricular, and extracurricular activities. In another study, Abdullah et al. (2022), similar to Widiatsih and Prystiananta and Salim and their colleagues, examined multiculturalism at the primary school level. However, Abdullah and their team focused on early childhood education as their research setting. Their goal was to understand the management of multicultural learning in early childhood education at Hidayatul Muttaqin. The research revealed that multicultural learning spans from planning to human resource development, implementation, and cultural evaluation.

Then, Padil, Saguni, and Adawiyah (2021) explored the theme "Islamic Education Teachers' Strategy in Implementing Multiculturalism-Based Education" in the context of a high school in Palu City, Central Sulawesi Province. They discovered that multicultural values were integrated into learning process planning, implementation, and evaluation. Farihin (2021) addressed "Multicultural-Based Education for Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Students During the Covid-19 Pandemic." There are differences in the education levels chosen as research settings and the unique context of dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic. Next, Atmowidjoyo et al. (2022) tackled "The Development of Multicultural-Based Islamic Education Curriculum in General Higher Education" using a survey method. They found the use of a 3-year curriculum as a reference for Islamic education learning that undoubtedly incorporates multicultural values and principles. There is also Maarif et al. (2023) on "Implementation of PAI Learning Design in Developing Religious Tolerance in Public High Schools". Mahmud (2023) addressed "The Strategy of School Principal to Promote Multicultural Education in Islamic High Schools in Samarinda." These studies, as well as the earlier mention of Iqbal (2023) "The Mckinsey Model in Bumdes Institutional Capacity Building Strategy", while primarily related to human resource development, also encompass the promotion of the application of multicultural values and principles in their development.
In general, based on the results of interviews, observations, documentation, and an analysis of the applicable theories from Kapferer & McConnochie (1980), this research indicates that MAN in East Kalimantan prioritizes the absence of a stratification process as a concrete expression of their commitment to achieving equal academic achievements and humanitarianism. This commitment exists without identifying student backgrounds such as ethnicity, race, religion, and other segments. If there is a stratification process, it is primarily aimed at identifying students' learning abilities and interests. Furthermore, the aspect of legitimacy is characterized by alignment with the respective visions and missions of each MAN and continuity with the policies of the Ministry of Religious Affairs, which oversees the administration of Madrasahs. Lastly, the allocation process determines timing and location, such as allocating extracurricular activities related to arts and culture and the percentage of multicultural content in subjects within the social sciences and religious studies. Consequently, MAN in East Kalimantan is genuinely multicultural-based, promoting open and effective learning methods to ensure equitable student learning outcomes.

RESEARCH METHODS

This study employs a phenomenological method based on the chosen theme, objectives, and defined research scope (Carpenter, 2011). It is worth noting that phenomenology is a component of qualitative research methods (Hidegger, 2005). Specifically, this research adopts a descriptive approach (Moustakas, 1994). Data collection is facilitated through observation techniques (Hasanah, 2017), interviews (Hadi et al., 2021), and documentation (Atkinson & Coffey, 2004). With four madrasahs and each madrasah having four informants, consisting of the headmaster of the madrasah, deputy headmaster of the curriculum field, teachers of Islamic theology or Indonesian language, and students, the total number of informants in this study is 16. Data analysis follows the interactive data analysis model, involving data collection, condensation, presentation, and concluding (Miles et al., 2014). In this study, data sources primarily involve documentation, given the focus on policy-related matters. The validity of the data is confirmed through interviews with policy stakeholders, such as school principals. Statements and information the school principals provide are further validated through confirmation with subject area teachers and students within the social sciences and religious studies. To minimize subjectivity in the discussion, data validation and data validity are established within the scope of multicultural education policy studies (Jonsen & Jehn, 2009). Additionally, this research relies on findings from prior studies mentioned in the background of this research.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The human purpose in life is to ensure justice and freedom, achieving equality in accessing education. Critiquing social identity theory from psychology, this becomes the cause of social group discrimination. The existence of negative
prejudice towards differences and the subsequent formation of one’s categories in the social context serve as the basis for discriminatory behaviour. Therefore, James Albert Banks (2016) asserts that multicultural education serves as a tool to transform the education system towards creating an open environment and fostering a new and improved school culture in terms of humanity.

Multiculturalism also represents an approach in education delivery, starting from an awareness of cultural pluralism, signifying recognition of differences. This understanding originates in the perspective outlined by Parekh (2006), highlighting the naturalness of the human soul and the influence of the surrounding environment in shaping culture and cultural understanding.

John Dewey, with his advocacy for the democratic system in education, particularly for diverse nations and communities. Dewey’s statements serve as a reference for Indrawan et al. (2020) to acknowledge cultural pluralism or the internalization of values in natural behaviour within a community. Ultimately, the position of multicultural education shifts after being established as a system, transforming into a strategy for survival while still emphasizing differences. This means understanding and recognizing the significance of the continuity of life through social and cultural means. It becomes explicit that students or graduates who become part of society have the opportunity to accept and comprehend their environment. The fundamental understanding of multicultural education needs to be articulated through policies. However, it is also crucial to question how policies that encompass multicultural values and principles are formulated within Islamic educational institutions. The researcher has emphasized that Kapferer and McConnochie (1980) provide a policy formulation process, including stratification, legitimization, and allocation. This is what is employed as the applicable theory in the research.

The four madrasas that serve as the research locations for this study exhibit differences in the unique implementation of multicultural education, resulting in varying contents within the policy framework instruments. Accordingly, specific items are generated in this research based on the definition of these steps. Stratification, as an activity, involves identifying problems and criteria for measuring students’ learning abilities. It is determined by students’ learning outcomes, encompassing factors such as duration, culture, language, interpersonal relationships, and location. Legitimization depends on the findings from stratification. The more findings there are, the greater the number of disciplinary requirements outlined in the designed policy. However, whether there are many or few findings from stratification, adherence to the multicultural principles and values resulting from two activities, namely, alternative identification and alternative evaluation, is essential. Considerations include the evolving context, the national political climate, the gap between policy and practice, and symbolization. As for allocation, the policy design ensures relevance and comprehensive implementation. In a simplified manner, the parameters for designing multicultural education policy can be seen in the Figure 1:
When efforts are made to interpret and break down the keywords within each definition of the three stages while exploring the stratification activities in the madrasas, the scope of the data uncovered includes (1) Grouping multicultural segments and elements for teachers, educational staff, and students; (2) Identifying learning problems based on the backgrounds of teachers and students; and (3) Documenting student learning criteria and follow-up actions, as well as strengthening academic achievements. As for legitimation, it encompasses (1) The document creation process is based on the consensus of various elements within the educational institution; (2) The wording or form of the policy maintains consistency with other applicable policies enforced within the educational institution; (3) Testing the implementation of multicultural education policies is carried out, and (4) An evaluation of the results of the trial implementation of multicultural education policies is conducted.

Regarding allocation, it revolves around (1) The reasons or arguments for selecting multicultural education policies in schools, classrooms, and among colleagues; (2) The policy implementation cycle of multicultural education until its goals and principles are achieved; (3) Implications and recommendations for the development of multicultural education policies; and (4) Institutional and individual implications and reflections on the development of multicultural education policies. In the documentation process at MAN-1, the researcher needed to find a basis for stratification based on cultural backgrounds, ethnicity, race, and other segments. This was also confirmed through interviews, with the headmaster of MAN-1 stating, "There is record-keeping, but not based on background segments; we prioritize highlighting their (students) human similarities".

The headmaster of MAN-2 expressed a similar sentiment, noting, "Here, there is a richness of local culture, so it is more about the deepening and preservation of local culture". On the other hand, the headmaster of MAN-3 had a different perspective but still shared the same underlying intention: "Identification of gender is considered because it involves different approaches in the learning process". Similarly, MAN-4, which emphasizes its anti-radical task force program,
mentioned, "There is no such identification; we prioritize peace awareness". The statements from each research location were also confirmed during observations and received reinforcement from teachers in the social sciences and religious studies departments and students. This data indicates that stratification is not a component in formulating multicultural education policies.

While significant stratification efforts were not found, during the legitimization stage, the researcher discovered demands from the Ministry of Religious Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia to implement multicultural education. The headmaster of MAN-4 expressed, 'There are no specific guidelines but through other programs. In our madrasa, we have an anti-radical task force and the hidden curriculum concept'. The headmaster of MAN-2 shared the same sentiment, as this madrasa has an open research program for students. Every student has the opportunity to express themselves in various academic competitions. MAN-1 also made an interesting statement: "We explicitly accept and provide opportunities to non-Muslims as teachers in the madrasa." The headmaster of MAN-2 did not provide specific evidence, either in documents or programs, but mentioned a consistent approach to providing equitable and targeted education.

Following the observation, there was no evidence of reinforcement of terms that indicate differences; instead, it exhibited terms and symbols of openness, equality, and levelling in learning and performance. This confirms the creation of an inclusive learning environment. In addition, another set of data that the researcher believes serves as documentation of a multicultural-based madrasa is the publication of three volumes of multicultural enrichment module books (Direktorat Pendidikan Madrasah, 2016). Moving on to the allocation stage MAN-1, they are convinced that "we do not need to validate or test because what we are currently implementing is part of the ministry's instructions, and for us, it is not in conflict with the madrasa's vision and mission". MAN-2, located in the oldest kingdom in Indonesia, reveals efforts to align understanding and perception with regional policies, as well as the madrasa's vision and mission. MAN-4 also shares a similar approach to MAN-2, with the researcher confirming this is due to the similarity in applying multicultural values through extracurricular activities, including scientific research and the anti-radical task force. MAN-3 also shares the same understanding but provides more detailed information, demonstrating content delivery in social and religious studies subjects inspired by multicultural values and principles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratification</th>
<th>Legitimation</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adopts an inclusive approach without separating personal identities as a basis for assessing students. The focus is on improving academic performance and creating an inclusive learning environment</td>
<td>Involve the participation of various parties in policy development, aligning with the madrasa's vision, mission, and strategic plans. It is integrated with the policies of the Ministry of Religious Affairs.</td>
<td>The selection and implementation of relevant policies, a commitment to strengthen the multicultural approach, and the appreciation of differences and diverse identities. Implementation encompasses all levels, from policy to classroom and among students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the findings of this research, it can be seen that Kapferer and McConnochie (1980) primarily focus on the legitimization process. As defined earlier, this process involves at least two activities: identifying alternatives and evaluating alternatives. On this occasion, after conducting the study, another detail was discovered, which recommends preparing policy documents accompanied by caution in using words and formatting in the policy documents created. This activity is positioned between the identification of alternatives and the evaluation of alternatives. The multicultural education policy in Madrasahs in East Kalimantan is reflected in several aspects, including Active Participation, which means that all school community members actively participate in policy-making. This reflects part of the process of identifying alternatives and evaluating alternatives needed in the legitimization phase. Active participation is essential to ensure that the resulting policies reflect the diverse needs and values of the educational community.

If we delve into why there is no need for a stratification process based on background segments, the answer lies in the focus and seriousness in promoting a multicultural system. This is also emphasized by Hambali et al. (2023), who states that when it comes to understanding moderation for students, there is no need to look for the opposite of moderation; instead, the focus should be on the terminology and its branches. Efforts to create a positive environment in madrasah can be achieved through character education aligned with multicultural values and principles, active student participation, adequate facilities, open communication, and other factors (Widiatsih & Prystiananta, 2022). Regardless of whether the stratification process is used or not in Madrasahs in East Kalimantan or other research findings, the formulation of multicultural education policies remains essential to meet the need for character development, including promoting respect for diversity, fostering an open-mindedness to global challenges, and strengthening national identity, including local culture (Padil et al., 2021).

Furthermore, in the legitimization process, it has been adjusted to the Vision, Mission, and Strategic Plan, which depicts the alignment of the policy with broader guidelines and objectives, such as the vision, mission, and strategic plan. In the legitimization phase, policies must adhere to multicultural principles and not contain discrimination against specific groups. This alignment ensures that madrasah policies in East Kalimantan support a balance of interests among diverse groups within the community. Madrasah also emphasizes the contextual and symbolic aspects that need to be considered: the evolving context, the national political climate, the gap between policy and practice, and symbolism, thus reflecting a good understanding of the social and political conditions influencing policy implementation. In the legitimization phase, this understanding is crucial to ensure that policies can be effectively implemented and remain relevant to the realities on the ground.

Overall, Madrasahs in East Kalimantan have successfully gone through the legitimization stage in the development of multicultural education policies by involving the entire school community, integrating policies with the school's vision and mission, as well as the guidelines of the Ministry of Religious Affairs,
and paying attention to context and symbolism in policy endorsement. Thus, the approach aligns with the concept outlined in the theories of Kapferer and McConnochie (1980) regarding the legitimation stage in the development of multicultural education policies (Tilaar & Nugroho, 2009). This is supported by Shafa (2020) and colleagues, whose research found a significant influence on student achievement for teachers who uphold multicultural aspects in their school teaching.

Therefore, in terms of legitimization, Madrasahs in East Kalimantan have successfully adhered to crucial principles in the legitimation stage, such as involving the educational community, integrating policies with broader guidelines, paying attention to context and symbolism, and ensuring a commitment to multicultural principles. This helps create an educational environment that supports diversity and inclusion, which is the primary goal of multicultural education policies. In terms of regulations, madrasahs already have a legal basis for formulating policies within their institutions, as mentioned in the background, Point 1 Chapter 4 of Law Number 20 of 2003 regarding the National Education System. The collaboration between the government and madrasah administrators is undoubtedly strengthened (Padil et al., 2021). This is the fundamental form of policy referred to in East Kalimantan.

Promoting awareness of open-mindedness and social justice is the basis and a positive outcome of multicultural education policy formulation (Widiatsih & Prystiananta, 2022). In a concrete sense, Hambali et al. (2023) provided an example by organising seminars and introducing courses dedicated to studying multicultural values and principles. More detailed information regarding the curriculum development process that maintains its alignment with policy has also been carried out by Panasiah (2023). In general, the study of religious tolerance is crucial, as indicated in the initial presentation regarding the percentage of followers of various religions in East Kalimantan (DKP2A-KalTim, 2022). Suppose Kapferer & McConnochie (1980) and the madrasah apply three stages in legitimation. In that case, there is another option from Maarif et al. (2023): context analysis, goal setting, policy development, implementation, and evaluation. He quoted this process from Nakaya (2018).

The next stage is allocation, which, as Kapferer and McConnochie (1980) explained, highlights several aspects, such as choosing relevant policies and implementing policies comprehensively. These two tasks are based on (1) multiculturalism, the history of education, and policy analysis, and (2) personal or individual history. This implies that the internalization of cultural learning is more prominent in social sciences (Tilaar & Nugroho, 2009). Other information from the research data indicates that the development of multicultural education system implementation refers to the specific needs of the madrasah, considering the carefulness within the environment and context. Because madrasahs in East Kalimantan are considered to have successfully implemented multicultural education, policies need to be concretized in the form of tangible programs and activities. Various methods are available in this case, including regular teaching, extracurricular activities, and scientific research. Concerning regular teaching, for instance, in social science subjects such as civic education, it undoubtedly contains
a set of multicultural principles and values (Setyowati & Sarmini, 2018). This is done to achieve the intended goal of education, which is peace in the world.

In his research introduction, Mahmud (2023) states that God created one Earth for various humans. This analogy is used in the context of education, meaning that education holds the same status as the Earth created by God and should be accessible to all humans. Tilaar and Nugroho (2009) mention three human potentials: to educate, to be educated, and to require education. It is reasonable to accept that education should be equally provided to all humans, just like the same Earth. Various levels of education are equally meaningful in this understanding, including higher education. Therefore, the multicultural education system is embraced starting from early childhood education. The existence of multicultural education policies, whether implicit, like the hidden curriculum, or explicit in an institution's motto and its vision-mission, is the right decision to humanize people and serve as an actual embodiment that educational administrators are graduates of dignified education.

CONCLUSION
The policy of multicultural-based Madrasahs in East Kalimantan must begin with an investigation of its implementation. Since this is follow-up research based on the implementation findings, according to the stages of policy formulation, stratification in Madrasahs in East Kalimantan is carried out to identify abilities, including gender, as there are psychological differences. Therefore, there is no identification of background segments. Then, legitimacy in Madrasahs in East Kalimantan takes the form of seeking alternatives based on the results of stratification, manifested in the preparation of documents using appropriate language. Furthermore, it includes verification for consistency with the policies of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and the vision and mission of the Madrasah, as well as ongoing evaluation based on current issues. Specifically, in the allocation phase in Madrasahs in East Kalimantan, the agreements reached in legitimacy are strengthened according to commitments, values, and principles. It also ensures the relevance of the policy at all levels, from the institution to the teachers, classrooms, and individual students. The policy of multicultural-based Madrasahs in East Kalimantan can be a reference for innovative research in multicultural education, especially in East Kalimantan, guiding implementation plans, ideal models, and inspiration for educational institutions.
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